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 B2 Level (Part 1) SYLLABUS 
Week 1 Revision of B1 level topics.   
Week 2 Daily life conversation: Meeting new neighbours, conversations between family 

members or colleagues in the work place. We will practise compound verbs 
such as yapadur-, bakakal-, yapıver-, gitmeyiver-, etc.  

Week 3 News: The news language and its key features will be analysed after reading 
and listening to some news. Passive forms will be discussed.    

Week 4 Life in Turkey: Heath system/services, making appointments, health insurance, 
etc. Explaining heath problems to a doctor.  

Week 5 Engaging in conversations about social media, artificial intelligence, television, 
and other related topics to explore their roles in our lives and the extent of our 
usage. The function of –DIk suffix will be highligted and –dIğInda, -dIğIndAn, 
-dIğIndAn dolayı, dIkçA suffixes will be introduced.  

Week 6 Characters: Personality traits will be talked about. We will watch a video before 
the class about character analysis. –An suffix will be highlighted.  

Week 7 Talking about food, health, sport and diet by using the necessitative mood –
mAlI, gerek, lazım, zorunda and mecbur.  

Week 8 Generating conversations by using different type of verbs (passive, causative, 
transitive verbs) 

Week 9 Literature: A part of the story will be analysed. Compound tense suffixes such 
as –yordu, -mIştI, -AcAktI, -IrdI, -AcAkmIş, -yormuş, -mIşmIş, etc. will be 
introduced.  

Week 10 Learning very common daily life idioms and proverbs and making conversation 
with them. 

Week 11 Practice Session 
(The practice sessions are optional and free of charge.) 

 
Go to the second page to see the B2 (Part 2) syllabus. 
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 B2 Level (Part 2) SYLLABUS 
Week 1 Revision of B2 Level (Part 1)  
Week 2 Literature: A part of a novel will be analysed. Reported speech will be 

introduced.  
Week 3 Fashion and clothing: The most famous fashion designers, names of fabrics and 

designs, words to do with clothing, necessary vocabulary used at a tailor will be 
covered.   

Week 4 Turkish traditional arts: A text will be read and videos about Turkish traditional 
arts will be watched. Some structures such as boyunca, süresince, -DiğI sürece, 
-DiğI zaman, -DIkçA, -IncA, -Ar -mAz will be analysed.  

Week 5 Talking about dreams, wishes and regrets by using the subjunctive mood –sA, -
sAydI; conjunctive mood –(y)sA. 

Week 6 Natural events and types of precipitation: Videos will be watched and related 
topics discussed. The following structures will be 
introduced: –mAk yerine, -mAktAnsA, -AcAğInA, -mAsI halinde, AcAğI 
yerde, -DIğI takdirde, -mAsI durumunda. 

Week 7 Life in Turkey: Education system. We will read an article which explains the 
education system in Turkey and start a discussion about the differences between 
different countries’ systems. The suffixes which have been learnt previously 
will be practised. 

Week 8 Tourism: We will talk about holidays, accommodation and places to visit. We 
will read an article about the most interesting accommodations / hotels in the 
world. Reciprocal and causative verbs will be practised: gül, gülüş, güldür, 
güldürt; bul-, buluş, buldur, etc. 

Week 9 Classical Turkish music: We will learn about classic Turkish intruments and 
important musicians by reading some articles. Some videos will be sent before 
the lesson to discuss the topic further. Compound verbs made from auxiliary 
verbs such as sabretmek, namaz kılmak, seyreylemek, etc. will be practised. 

Week 10 Revision 
Week 11 Practice Session 

(The practice sessions are optional and free of charge.) 


